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Since its founding in 2004, Admiral Security Services, Inc. (Admiral)
has enjoyed a track record of successful operations and steady growth.
We’ve experienced an exponential increase in revenue and
have access to 3,000 in house security professionals. Admiral
has been rated as a “Top Security Company” by Inc.
Magazine and is listed in the Inc. 5000.
Our track record of success and prudent management has provided us
with a stable financial foundation; our operational resources enable us to
be readily poised for growth. Our management team upholds the highest
standards of integrity and accomplishment while taking pride in our work
and fulfilling our clients’ needs. Our team cares for your property as
though it were their own. Our goal is to provide outstanding service that
is maintenance free for our clients and this in turn creates a beneficial,
long-lasting relationship.

The depth and expanse of our resources allow us to respond to virtually any type
of request for security services. We have the following resources at our disposal:
§ Access to over 3,000 security officers
and personnel
§ Personnel of the highest caliber:
security supervisors, security
managers, project managers, armed
officers, security event planners
§ A wide variety of uniforms to meet
every clients unique and specific
needs
§ A mobile command center backed up
by a 24/7 dispatch center

§ The ability to set up a command
center virtually anywhere that is fully
functional and self-contained
§ A wide variety of vehicles: ex-police
cruisers, vans, buses, and trucks
§ Unlimited radios and repeaters
§ Event equipment: cones, delineators,
barricades, communication
equipment, projectors & projector
screens, and rain gear
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The following illustrates our deep level of Security Personnel Tiers:
§ Standard Guards for perimeter control, access control, and asset protection
§ Usher/Crowd Control Event Staff for bleachers, crowd direction, attendants, and customer service
§ Commanding Supervisors for customer service and to deal with escalated problems
§ Black Suit and Tie: A high level officer in a black suit with extensive experience for VIP locations
§ Off-Duty Police Officer
§ Uniformed, Armed (exposed or concealed) Officer
§ Security Area Manager
§ Security Project Manager for risk and resource assessment planning
One of our most valuable resources is our wide network of affiliates that may be called upon for additional
resources.
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e notify the security team and event security

management prior to sourcing any aspect of a project to a subcontractor.

ADMIRAL IS

THE COMPANY PROVIDES

NATIONAL COVERAGE MAINLY THROUGH ITS OWN SECURITY OFFICERS OR TRUSTED AND
APPROVED AFFILIATE PARTNERS ACROSS THE UNITED STATES, SOON EXPANDING OUR
FOOTPRINT TO HANDLE INTERNATIONAL SITES AS WELL.

Capabilities/Core Competencies
For

e a decade Admiral ha been dedicated to providing superior security services. Admiral has

gone beyond the basics of simply providing security guards to staff a location or project. We strive to
understand your specific needs, and place the correct person e to ensure all of your needs and
expectations

e

e . Our goal is to become a transparent key team player that upholds your

policies and standards while maintaining a safe, secure, and protected environment. Admiral
provides the highest quality service in the following areas:
1)

Armed and unarmed security guard services for all types of applications

2)

24/7 property patrol checks and response to retail and ATM alarms

3)

Roving patrols

4)

VIP/Executive protection

5)

Loss prevention and audits

6)

Security management for events of all types and sizes

7)

Crowd management and control for all types of applications

If there is an industry or application that requires a security guard, Admiral Security Services has
most likely provided services for it. We have found that the activities of securing assets, protecting
personnel, and controlling access have many basic universal elements regardless of the industry or
application. There are, however, unique aspects of any project that must be addressed. Our success
is due, in part, to our policy of paying attention to all the details and differentiators for each specific
industry/application we are working with. Adapting well to our clients’ industries has given us a distinct
competitive edge. Our experience includes the industries/applications listed below:
§ Gated Communities and Apartments

§ Malls and other retail establishments

§ Academic Institutions

§ Marketing and Public Relations events

§ Commercial properties and businesses

§ Medical facilities

§ Construction sites

§ Ports and distribution centers

§ Government facilities

§ Resorts, hotels, and spas

§ Grocery stores and supermarkets

§ Sales conventions and events

§ Financial Institutions & Banks (includes escort

§ Sporting events / Special events

services for transport of valuables)

§ Museums and Other Cultural Institutions
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Our Approach
We assign a dedicated account manager to each account; the account manager handles all
issues 24/7. The management team is carefully selected and chosen based on experience

and proven history of providing solutions that are custom fit for each client’s specific
needs. The members of the management team are intelligent problem solvers who are
methodical in their approaches to resolving issues and responding to emergencies. Admiral’s

highly skilled, customer service-oriented, and ready to

management staff

serve

with intelligence that is focused on the end goal of a successful event that

leads to client satisfaction every time.
We pride ourselves on making sure that we operate and integrate well in any situation to solve
your security problems. We strive to anticipate and stay ahead of all situations. When
there are problems, we understand that response is the key to handling the situation. We use
radio, cellular, text, or e ail resources to provide you with an instant response even under the
loudest and most chaotic circumstances.
Admiral is well-connected

the law enforcement community. Officers from several police

departments work for Admiral Security Services, Inc., and we interface with law

enforcement regularly as we conduct our work in various cities and states. Our strong
relationships with the law enforcement community ensure that they always respond to Admiral
Security calls promptly

e

they can rely on us to weed out petty complaints

we

rely on them for quick responses to our calls.
Our experience with event management and large crowds has been e e

when clients are

making decisions for their security needs. Most of our clients are large businesses that began
by hiring us for small jobs

quickly realize that we are capable of larger projects and that

our resources are scalable. We are easy to
needs. We are

e

e

with and can meet all of a client’s security

and in many cases we save money for our clients.

Admiral realizes the importance of information. We pay special attention to the twin threads of
disseminating information and keeping our clients’ information confidential at all times. The
information and protocol for each project is reviewed carefully by our management team with
these two factors always in mind. The information we provide to our clients is

comprehensive, and our safeguards keep it confidential. The information we provide
to our guards is comprehensive, but
perform

e

e duties without having to second-guess

e

e

so that each guard can

e instructions.

The Five Ways that Admiral Differentiates Itself from the Competition:
Professional Expertise
When you hire us, you are hiring a company that has significant experience with sites like yours. We specialize in
dealing with all risk situations with e
e
the safety and security of assets and personnel. We
know what works versus what does not work at the beginning of each project, and our clients benefit from that
experience.

Zero Liability
We tailor insurance policies to cover all possibilities of risk when we are dealing with risk on the front line.
Workers Compensation, Automobile, General Liability, and Umbrella insurance policies are designed to handle
any issues that result from guards dealing with any unexpected situation. This keeps your business insurance
costs reasonable.

Personnel
Our clients do not have to worry about managing staff, employees showing up, putting together a schedule,
or dealing with last minute no-shows. Admiral has a pool of thousands of qualified and trained individuals
backup personnel, so we can respond immediately to any staffing situation. Your site is guaranteed to be
staffed 100 percent of the time regardless of any unforeseen problems.

e

The Right Fit
Finding the right person to do the right task is one of the biggest challenges in the security industry. We have the
experience necessary to put the correct e
e with sufficient experience, right physical, mental, and
personality attributes in each position. We have the depth of staff to replace any person who does not fit a
particular position.

Peace of Mind
We thoroughly manage each aspect of a project. We keep track of time, we make sure all personnel are on site,
and we make sure they have the right equipment. We check on our guards to ensure that every aspect of a
project satisfies a client’s directions and needs.

Technologies and Innovations
§ Vehicle GPS Tracking
§ GPS Patrol System
§ Real-Time, Online Reporting
§ 24/7 Dispatch and Control Center
§ VoIP Time Keeping System
§ Proactive Quality Control
§ Training Academy
§ Advanced Supervisor Training
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Armed and unarmed
security guard
services for all types
of applications

Roving patrols

Our Capabilities
“Our goal is to become
a transparent key team
player that upholds
your policies and
your standards while
maintaining a safe,
secure, and protected
environment.”

Crowd management
and control for all
types of applications

24/7 property patrol
checks and response
to retail and ATM
alarms

Standard uniformed
guard

VIP/Executive
protection

Loss prevention and
audits

Security management
for events of all types
and sizes
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